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WHY CARACAS?
Venezuelans have been walking this earth for about
16,000 years; however, they weren’t discovered by
the Spanish until 1498 A.D. We have the distinct
honor, or some might say dishonor, as the first
land upon which Christopher Columbus set foot in
the American continent. Gold, pearls and coffee
were all we had to offer at the time. It wasn’t until
the early 1900s that petroleum was discovered, or
as we call it: “oro negro” (black gold). In the 70s
Venezuela was known as the millionaire country of
the region, where the saying “Ta barato, dame dos”
(it’s so cheap, give me two of each) became the emblem of an era. For over twenty years we were the
envy of every other third world country. Sadly, this
is no longer the case.
In the last five years, over 5 million citizens, or
about 1/6 of the population, have left the country;
some by plane, boat, car, bus and even by foot. Our
rationale is simple: if you want a normal life, you
have to leave. I won’t point any fingers at anyone

because this thesis isn’t about the political history
of my home country or about my personal opinion
about it. I’ll just say I grew up in paradise and I was
forced to leave.
Displacement is the act of moving something from
its place or position. I can personally say I’ve been
displaced. However, displacement in this thesis
does not refer to me having to move out of Venezuela, but about the thousands of people who have
been forced to leave their homes for a variety of
reasons. The universal phenomenon of community
displacement has existed throughout the modern
era. Industrialization, natural disasters, and political turmoil are the guiltiest perpetrators of this
injustice in Venezuela’s recent history.
A few years ago, as an undergrad at La Universidad
de Simon Bolivar, I watched an old Colombian movie from 1993 (funny, the year I was born) called
“La Estrategia del Caracol” (The Snail Strategy). It

WHY TORRE DAVID?
had a beautiful message of the perception of home,
and what home means to every person individually.
The story is told in flashback form and examines
violence and institutional corruption in the tumultuous Latin American country, Colombia. The film
is based on a law that states if an abandoned estate is occupied by squatters for a certain period of
time, the land becomes theirs by default (this law
ironically exists in Venezuela as well). The law becomes the basis of conflict when the original owners of the property return to reclaim it. The squatters attempted to delay eviction, while a former
theatrical stage manager devises an ingenious plot.
The tenants, using pulleys and levers, take apart
the house and remove everything inside, including
tiles and plumbing fixtures, because everything in
it made it their home.
The moment I had to choose a thesis topic; this
movie came to mind. It amazed me to see how
home means something so different to each one of

us, and I immediately thought about The Tower of
David. As a caraqueña, or person native of Caracas,
I found intriguing this imposing tower sitting in the
valley of the city. I only knew it as a vertical slum,
but I was always interested to know more about the
people who lived and chose to call it home. This observation would have sounded strange to any other caraqueño, because the city is so overwhelmed
by the “barrios” that one more squatter building
didn’t make any difference. Yet, somehow seeing
it appear in an episode of the show Homeland made
me even more curious to investigate further.
The Tower of David was once home to over 4,000
squatters, many of whom were families that lost
their homes after a torrential rainstorm destroyed
their “ranchos” or informal houses. The resulting
vertical community became a triumphant feat, one
which could serve as an example for empty or otherwise unused high-rise structures in any urban
area across the globe.
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Why should the poor be forced to live in slums on the periphery
of the city when there are empty high-rises in the center? Housing scarcity and densification are increasing challenges in cities
as a consequence of urbanization and displacement of communities. By performing a study on informal settlements in the city
of Caracas, acknowledging both their strengths and weaknesses, this thesis explores vertical communities and the potential
to convert unused high-rise buildings into accessible housing
solutions. The Tower of David is both a precedent and the host
structure for this thesis, which aims to analyze how collective
effort and lack of essential needs were harnessed to transform
this unplanned site into a new model of urban living that can be
viewed as a prototype to be repeated throughout the world.

ABSTRACT

Central to this thesis is the empowerment of residents, providing them with the tools to become their own developers, designers and builders. In order to build a strong community environment, the intervention will encourage the involvement of
middle-income families, as well as lower income residents. The
focus will be on the community as a collective and the users as
individuals, with the main goal to ultimately produce solutions
that are sustainable, flexible and adaptable. The three design
strategies included are: 1) the creation of hydroponic farms, 2)
a new residential living model developed by and for residents,
and 3) a vertical circulation system incorporating public spaces
to connect the residents with the community at large.

Public spaces are the main organizing element, arranged into a
continuous sequence vertically
through the tower. Traditionally in
informal communities, the street
is the center of public life and commerce; in this thesis, the street is
reimagined as a central ramp and
staircase system whereby such
activities take place. Like urban
planners design the city, the Tower
will then become a vertical city
in itself.
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ciudad informal

IMG 2

IMG 2: interior view of the Atrium at
Torre David. Caracas, Venezuela.
Illustration from ArchDaily. “AD Round
Up: The Photography of Iwan Baan,”
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BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

Venezuela is one of the
most urbanized countries
in the world with 89% of
its population living in
cities.

MACRO VS. MICRO

Location of Venezuela in South America
Caracas at the north of the continent

According to the UN, 55% of the world’s population lives in urban areas, the urban population of
the world has grown from 750 million in 1950 to
4.2 billion in 2018. Today, the most urbanized regions include Northern America (with 82% of its
population living in urban areas in 2018), Latin
America and the Caribbean (81%), Europe (74%)
and Oceania (68%).
Urbanization refers to this population shift from
rural areas to more urban, dense and developed areas. In the case of Latin America, this shift is one of
the major causes of informal settlements in major
cities.
Caracas is the largest city and the capital of Venezuela, a country located in the northeast of South
America with a population of about 32 million habitants, of which over 3 million live in the metropolitan area.

ciudad informal
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FORMAL VS. INFORMAL CITY

Informal settlements pheripheral to the formal city
Low income class forced to live outside the city

Of the 3 million habitants
in Caracas, about 50%,
1.5 million, live in informal settlements.

Since the oil boom in the 1920s, the country’s economic structure changed entirely; it went from being an agriculture-based economy to a consumerist-capitalist model financed by the oil industry. A
major consequence of this shift was a huge wave of
urbanization. By the 1950s over 50% of the population lived in the cities. The population of Caracas
grew from about 140,000 habitants in the 1940s
to over 3 million in 2016, which resulted in a combination of planned developments and spontaneous
informal settlements within the city.
The informal settlements of Caracas are mostly
located to the peripheries of the city, to the east
and west. These settlements grew through existing social housing projects, unused buildings in the
city, or in empty plots of land. This makes the city
a unique case in South America, where the informal
is intercrossed with the formal city, creating a hybrid urban fabric.

ciudad informal

SITE LOCATION

Site in relationship with it’s context and other
informal settlements
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IMG 3

The INFORMAL CITY,
mostly known as BARRIOS or
FAVELAS, is defined by areas or
neighborhoods constructed illegally, meaning the inhabitants
have no legal claim upon the
property.
It is the occupation of unused
spaces that manifests from the
absence of social housing.
IMG 3: Petare, Caracas. One of the biggest slums
in South America. Organic growth. Illustration
from Dronestagram. “Favelas of Petare Neighborhood. Caracas, Venezuela.”

ciudad informal
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RANCHOSIS

The informal city does not only refer to slums, or
the illegal informal settlements, as they might be
called. Venezuelan architect Tomas Sanabria created the term “ranchosis”, from the word rancho
(slum), as a disease or condition, where the city is
inhabited by those who metaphorically carry the
concept of “the slums”. The verb “ranchificar”, or
to slum-ify, doesn’t refer to the actual action of
building slums, but to the idea of wanting to alter
spaces and existing structures in such a way that
they look of lesser quality than they had previously, regardless of any construction codes or laws.
He explains that every Venezuelan suffers from
this condition, no matter social status or education level.
When one lives in a country where it is easy to disregard laws and bribe those who are in power to
preserve the status quo, it is easy to look respect
for those around you. Examples include purchasing property and carelessly modifying it without
consideration of neighbors, parking on top of the
sidewalks, hanging clothes outside of windows to

IMG 5

the detriment of the community’s aesthetic, and so
on. It is a disease of pure selfishness that follows
a lack of law enforcement, which we have come
to accept as the new normal. This concept can be
clearly seen in the many social housing projects
that have been constructed over the years in Caracas, such as 23 de Enero social housing complex
by architect Carlos Raul Villanueva. This phenomenon evokes the question, how can we propose a
new model for social housing that doesn’t become
infected by this virus of “ranchosis”? Or maybe
the better question is:

IMG 4

how can designers adapt
to this phenomenon, embrace its flaws and seek a
solution that capitalizes
upon society’s pitfalls to
the betterment of those
most marginalized by it?

ciudad informal

IMG 6

IMG 4: exterior façade of “23 de Enero” social housing project
transformed into an informal settlement. Illustration from “23
de Enero @el23enero Instagram Profile | Picpanzee.”

IMG 5:“Gran Misión Vivienda Venezuela” in informal settlemtent “La Vega” merged with the aesthetic of the neighborhood.
Illustration by Delgado, Manuel. “¿Por qué en Caracas no son
pobres la mayoría de quienes protestan contra el empobrecimiento?” El País.

IMG 6: “Jehová Giré” is a squatter settlement in a existing
structure in the informal settlement of Petare. Illustration
from “El Infierno Que Viven Venezolanos En Un Edificio Abandonado - ACN.”
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Why should the poor
be forced to live in
INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS
on the periphery of the
city when there are
EMPTY HIGH-RISES in
the center?
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case study:
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KOWLOON WALLED CITY OF CHINA
Hong Kong, China. Now called The Kowloon Walled City Park

The Kowloon Walled City Park was officially opened
on December 22, 1995, by the British Governor
of Hong Kong, Chris Patten. However, this site
wasn’t always a park; it used to be the most densely populated city on Earth. The Kowloon Walled
City of China comprised over 350 buildings, almost all between 10 and 14 stories high, occupied
by 8,500 premises, 10,700 households, and more
than 40,000 residents. The buildings were so tight
against each other that the entire place seemed
like one massive structure, with some uniformity
of shape, height and construction materials.
According to Sharon Lam, in her article Kowloon
Walled City: The Latest Architecture and News,
“it was a hastily put together conglomerate of
tiny apartments, one on top of the other, caged
balconies slapped onto the sides and connected

IMG 8: exterior image of Kowloon Walled City of China as it
previously existed. Illustrations from “Kowloon Walled City |
Tag | ArchDaily.

through a labyrinth of damp, dark corridors.”
However, the most striking fact yet, is that there
were only two elevators in the entire city.
The Walled City was both physically and psychologically isolated from mainstream Hong Kong. Therefore, the inhabitant’s lifestyle varied depending on
which section or “neighborhood” of the city they
belonged to. Some alleys were empty and quiet,
others overflowed with life. As mentioned in Atlas
Obscura, according to what James Crawford wrote
in his book Fallen Glory: The Lives and Deaths of
History’s Greatest Buildings, “Hundreds of factories produced everything from fish balls to golf
balls. Entire corridors were coated with the fine
flour dust used for making noodles. Acrid, chemical smells filled the streets that lay alongside
metal and plastic manufacturers. Unlicensed
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COMMERCE
IMG 9

PRODUCTION

PATHWAYS
IMG 11

IMG 10

1987
IMG 13

HOUSING

doctors and dentists clustered together, electric
signs hanging over their premises to advertise
their services.” Every individual unit within the
broad complex of high-rises was designed to meet
every requirement of a city: living, working, learning, production, commerce, trade, and leisure.

IMG 12

NOW

The city of Kowloon is rich in many layers of study,
but at its core, it represents the instinctive movement of how humans live, interact, adapt and
evolve.
The Walled City of Kowloon began as a small fort to
house the imperial soldiers of the Sung Dynasty to
maintain control of the salt trade. By 1668, a watch
post was established on site with a small garrison
of 30 guards. In 1847, six years after the British
occupation of Hong Kong, the city was improved
with a stone wall, from which the city’s name was
derived. By the 1970s, the City had filled out to its
maximized form and no ground level daylight penetration. Its density was estimated to have reached
to only 7 square feet per person.

IMG 14

The blurring of political legalities framed the foundation of which Kowloon organically came to be,
contrasting with all other cities and their systematic structure of the time and even of now.

IMG 9: interior view of a market store inside the city
IMG 10: local food production
IMG 11: interior hallway or “street”
IMG 12: resident’s apartment unit

IMG 13: outside view of the city
Illustrations from Greg Girard. “Greg Girard - Work - Kowloon
Walled City (Book).”

IMG 14: existing park, current status of previous walled city. Illustration from Crawford, James. “The Strange Saga of Kowloon
Walled City.”

“There was no law to speak
of. This was an anarchist
society, self-regulating
and self-determining. It
was a colony within a colony, a city within a city,
a tiny block of territory
at once contested and neglected. It was known as
Kowloon Walled City. But
locals called it something
else. Hak Nam—the City of
Darkness.” (James Crawford)
It was an ungoverned, heavily populated slum.
Though seemingly chaotic to the outsider, the
walled city of Kowloon was a true home and a salvation to many. Kowloon is astonishing in and of
itself due to the role, or lack thereof, of the designer. Anarchic, organic, surreal, just like the Tower
of David.
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torre david

IMG 15

IMG 15: previous condition of the tower when inhabited by
previous residents in 2013. Illustration from Dilemma X.
“How an Abandoned Caracas Skyscraper Became ‘The World’s
Tallest Slum,’”
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torre david

2007

2014

2019

POLITICAL AND HISTORICAL CONTEXT
The phenomenon of Tower of David as a consequence of urbanization

An imponent structure sits empty in the valley of
the city of Caracas. A structure which by no accident became a vertical village in the early 2000s
due to the aforementioned urbanization. A building
that has been called a vertical slum, but in reality,
became nothing more than a common squatter settlement in a unique space.
The Tower of David used to be the home of over
4,000 squatters, many of whom were families that
lost their homes after a natural disaster. For the
purpose of this thesis the Tower of David will be
studied as the host structure, and at the same time
may be viewed as a precedent, as the building became a pioneering example of what could be the
destiny of every empty high-rise structure in every
urbanized city. In other words, this examination is
a proposed solution to the issue of social housing.
The Tower of David, officially called Centro Financiero Confinanzas, was built in 1990 and used to be

owned by businessman David Brillembourg, after
whom it was named. In 1994, the developer and
main investor passed away, leaving the construction at a 90% rate of completion.

The building was meant
to represent wealth and
luxury, designed to be the
tallest skyscraper in South
America at the time, with
a total estimated cost over
US $80 million.
However, after the 1994 Venezuelan banking crisis, construction of the building stopped, and ownership was shifted to the government.
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PREVIOUS OCCUPATION OF THE TOWER

IMG 16

IMG 17

Torre David: Informal Vertical Communities. Urban Think Tank

After many unsuccessful attempts to sell the building, having been empty and abandoned for over
a decade, in 2007 a group of squatters took over
the tower, transforming it from an uncompleted
commercial development into a residential complex. The occupation represented a complex urban
experiment, in which the formal and the informal
came together, leading to housing over 1,000 families, the majority being women and children.
After various attempts to visit the tower, the interdisciplinary design practice Urban Think Tank
finally managed to penetrate the community’s ecosystem, from where it collected data and analyzed
the way residents inhabited the space, leading
to the publication of the book Torre David: Informal Vertical Communities. “U-TT began to work
with residents and a diverse team of collaborators to document the squatters’ adaptive reuse of
the existing structure, interview residents about
their experience, and design proposals to retrofit
the tower complex”. The occupation of the tower
started on September 17, when new residents be-

gan to explore each floor, cleaning up the spaces
and building their apartments. Residents never received any official documentation or recognition of
occupancy; rather, they lived in a constant state of
fear at the prospect of an unexpected and abrupt
evacuation.

This first adaptive reuse
of the tower shows the resourceful appropriation
of the existing structure,
which was originally intended for a different purpose, using it to meet the
urgent needs of its new residents.

torre david

IMG 18

IMG 16: interior hallway of the tower. Illustration from NSL
– Netzwerk Stadt und Landschaft. “Torre David: Alternative
Infrastructures,”

IMG 17: interior view if the Atrium inhabited by previous residents. Illustration from “La Torre David | Arquine.”

IMG 18: ground floor view of six story height and access to existing elevator shafts. Illustration from Divisare. “Urban Think
Tank, Iwan Baan · Torre David / Gran Horizonte.”
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According to Urban Think Tank, the residents preferred to call one another “neighbors”; even though
the tower was conceived as a vertical slum, “squatters” was not an appropriate word to those who
called it home. As part of the habitation process,
the residents divided spaces into communal and
private through a cooperative and harmonious reorganization system. The head of this hierarchical
system was Alexander Daza, the president of the
tower, followed by the secretary and deputy manager of social services and finances, Gladys Flores.
Each floor had a coordinator who maintained order
within the tower, while the community as a whole
worked in sync to develop responsibilities, rules
and code of conduct laws.
The tower included many public spaces, such as a
basketball court on the ground floor, a Pentecostal Evangelical church, a gym on the 28th floor,
and a staircase that acted as the main social space
for residents to build a community culture. Shops,
beauty salons, and day care centers are just a few
of the public services and businesses offered to res-

IMG 20

idents. Each floor was color coded; the higher the
floor, the more expensive the prices at the shops.
The floors higher than the 28th had limited access
outside of the tower’s chief administrators.

The tower, a patchwork of
improvisation, became a
safe haven to residents at
the heart of a city ravaged
by violence and lawlessness.

IMG 21

IMG 22

Its occupation was blessed by the government of
Hugo Chavez, who passed away in March of 2013,
leaving the faith of the residents in the hands of his
successor, Nicolas Maduro.

torre david

IMG 19: previous occupation of space with the program of a
barber shop. Illustration from “The Tower of David.” Accessed
May 28, 2020.
IMG 20: example of one of the previous apartment units.

IMG 21: example of previous shops located throughout the
tower
Illustrations from “Caracas : Une tour abandonnée devient le
plus grand bidonville du monde.”

IMG 22: example of spaces aimed for sewing and tailoring
workshops. Illustration from iconeye. “Torre David: Gran Horizonte - Icon Magazine.”
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torre david

IMG 23

“When we made the decision to occupy
this space, we found several realities,
among them: this dead giant. A giant of
192 m, dead in the middle of our capital
city, dead, with 45 floors uninhabited!
When we arrived at the top floor of this
tower and we stood on that heliport
and we looked around, we realized that
the whole population that had come
to fill this land of Caracas - those who
came from Los Llanos, from Colombia,
from wherever they came from - we
realized that not all of these people
were here in the center, in the healthy,
flat part of the city. All of these people
were sent out, to the surroundings, to
the hills, where there is a higher level
of risk. They were told: go occupy those
zones! And it was for this housing need
that we deforested and damaged several spaces that today we know as our
barrios”
Fernando
(former resident of the Torre David)
IMG 23: interior view of the Atrium building during previous
occupation of the tower. Illustration from Oberon Amsterdam. Torre David: The World’s Tallest Squat | IDFA.
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MOVING OUT OF THE TOWER

IMG 24

By the end of July 2014, a military operation took
place to clear out the tower. Hundreds of families
were evacuated and relocated to new housing projects on the outskirts of the city of Caracas. According to Yahoo News, Ernesto Villegas, the minister
for revolutionary transformation, said it wasn’t an
eviction, but “a coordinated operation, in harmony
with the community in the tower.”

The tower briefly served as a center for emergency
care, where members of the national guard, fire department and officials of the civil protection agency were stationed to serve the public.

By mid 2015 the tower was empty again. The worst
consequence for residents was their relocation to
the periphery of the city. After living for almost ten
years in the center of the city, near where many of
them had stable jobs, they were forced to face crippling commutes or lose their jobs entirely. “As we
all know, this is a structure that does not have the
minimum conditions for a life that is safe and lived
with dignity,” said Villegas. After the relocation
of its residents, the tower was put on the market.
President Nicolas Maduro announced the tower
was to be sold to a Chinese bank and renovated to
its original design and purpose. However, in April
2016 he announced the deal had fallen through.

It stands as a metaphor for
the current status of a country that once carried grand
visions of prosperity for its
people, and now sits vacant
of all potential and hope.

IMG 25

As for today, the tower sits empty in the center of
the city, a memory of a government with no respect
for private property.

torre david

IMG 26

IMG 24, 25, 26, 27: images taken during the evacuation of the
tower, residents gathering their belongings and being forced to
leave. Illustrations from Caulfield, Philip. “SEE IT: Venezuela

IMG 27

Begins Evacuation 45-Story Squatters’ Tower Deemed ‘world’s
Tallest Slum’ (PHOTOS).” nydailynews.com
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IMG 28

“Over time, TORRE DAVID
became more than a squat, it
was evolving into a home, a
community, a way of life.” 		
Urban Think Tank

torre david

IMG 28: street view of the Tower of
David. Illustration from “Venezuela – The
Squatted Skyscraper – Thomas Wagner.”
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ANALYSIS OF CURRENT CONDITION

The Tower of David is located in the neighborhood
of La Candelaria in El Libertador Municipality between Avenue Andres Bello and Avenue Caracas. As
mentioned before, the complex is officially called
Centro Financiero Confinanzas (Financial Center
Confinanzas) and is comprised of five volumes all
made out of reinforced concrete.
The main building, or building A, is a forty-five-level structure that was originally intended as a luxury
hotel and financial office tower. The first six floors
would have housed hotel support services, floors
seven to sixteen would have been hotel rooms, the
seventeenth floor was meant to be a hermetically
sealed chamber for employees to take guard in case
of fire, and floors eighteen to forty-five would have
been office spaces for various financial institutions.
Building B is a nineteen-floor structure intended to
host eighty-one apartment suites for executives.
It was meant to include a swimming pool on the
sixth floor, to be shared with the hotel residents.

SITE LOCATION

Complex of five buildings, Tower of David (A),
building B, building K, atrium (C), and parking lot (P)

Building K is also a nineteen-story building mainly designed for elevators and service space. This
building connects with buildings A, B and the parking garage. The parking garage, called building P,
is a ten-story building conformed by ramps and can
host up to 1,200 cars.
Lastly, the fifth building is the Atrium, building C.
This structure is the only one with a circular shape
and was intended to have a glass dome to cover the
courtyard. It was designed as the hotel entrance
and would have included art from various artists.
The total quantity of elevators was twenty-three,
spread throughout the entire complex. Ironically,
this was the element needed most by the previous
residents who inhabited the tower.

torre david
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ORIGINAL STRUCTURE
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ORIGINAL STRUCTURE VS.
EXISTING STRUCTURE OCCUPATION
Addition by residents from 2007 to 2015

In 2007, when the tower was taken over by its new
residents, the structure acted as a host for its new
use, a residential building. The existing complex
of five concrete structures has an area of about
110,000 square meters or about 1,194,794 sq. ft
where building A hosted most of the apartments
and social services. It comprises about 80% of the
total occupation percentage of the complex.

served as a connection to Building K on each floor,
which was mostly used as the main circulation system. Lastly, the Atrium (Building C) residents also
built apartments only in the first seven floors of
the structure. This building also hosted public and
community events such as their weekly cooperative
meetings.

The total area occupied or intervened by the previous residents is 56,000 m2 or about 602,778 sq.
ft leaving almost half of the complex untouched.
Building B is where more families had their apartments and where the Evangelical Pentecostal
church was built on the ground floor in 2010.

The apartments vary between 20m2 (215 sq. ft) to
100m2 (1,100 sq. ft) in size and shape. The bigger
apartments are located in the corners of the highrise and the smaller ones to the center. The system
to “buy” an apartment from someone who already
lived there depended on how much money the previous resident had invested in it.

Residents occupied all nineteen floors, which represents about 14% of the total occupation available. The parking garage, or Building P, was still
used as a parking lot for vehicular and pedestrian
circulation by the residents, as it was connected
to the high-rise. However, this building was also
intervened by breaking through the concrete that

Since there was no property title, current and prospective tenants negotiated on worth. In the images to the right, the two types of interventions are
shown in two different colors; the original structure in grey and the additions by the previous residents in green. Each floor is inhabited perimetrical
to the core of the tower.

torre david

EXISTING STRUCTURE OCCUPATION
% of intervention
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IMG 29

“The high-rise is an irony,
an oxymoron, a contradiction
in itself: a success of sorts
within anarchy. Within its
walls, individuals initiatives
and freedoms are in dynamic
tension with communal needs
and obligations.”
			Urban Think Tank

torre david

IMG 29: view of the city of Caracas from
the west with the Tower of David as part
of the skyline. Illustration from Romero, Simon, and María Eugenia Díaz. “In
Venezuela Housing Crisis, Squatters Find
45-Story Walkup.”
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IMG 30
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SITE DOCUMENTATION (2012)
Torre David: Informal Vertical Communities. Urban Think Tank

RELIGIOUS

SPORTS
COURTYARD

torre david
60

VERTICAL
CIRCULATION
GROUND FLOOR

SPORTS

IMG 30: axonometric drawing of the occupation by previous
residents. Illustration from U–TT. “Torre David.”
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LEVEL 6											LEVEL 10												LEVEL 28

VERTICAL
CIRCULATION
APARTMENT TYPES - SIZE
A
110 m2
(1,184 sq ft)
B
100 m2
(1,076 sq ft)
C
85 m2		
(915 sq ft)
D
75 m2		
(807 sq ft)
E
70 m2		
(754 sq ft)
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N

65 m2		
60 m2		
55 m2		
45 m2		
40 m2		
35 m2		
25 m2		
20 m2		
15 m2		

(700 sq ft)
(646 sq ft)
(592 sq ft)
(484 sq ft)
(430 sq ft)
(377 sq ft)
(270 sq ft)
(215 sq ft)
(162 sq ft)

torre david

SHOP

SHOP

SEWING
WORKSHOP

GYM

SHOP
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SECTION A

Existing Condition
Color represents the addition by residents
% of intervention
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SECTION B

Existing Condition
Color represents the addition by residents
% of intervention

The original structure is entirely made out of reinforced concrete, as mentioned before, with a curtain
wall facade, which was never finished and subsequently stolen. Some of the new materials added by
the previous residents include terracotta masonry
bricks, corrugated chrome zinc sheets, steel, stucco,
corrugated cardboard boxes, newspaper for wallcovering, and more. These materials are very common in
informal settlements, not only for their cheap price
and easy transportability, but also because many male
residents of the tower were employees of contractors
and thus were very experienced in construction.

torre david
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PHOTO DOCUMENTATION AS OF 2020

Informal vs. Formal Context

IMG 32

Undeveloped top 20 floors

IMG 33

IMG 31

FORMAL

PRIVATE
PUBLIC

Private vs. Public Context

torre david

Private entities such as Mercantil
Bank vs. public non- profit institutions for children such as “Fundacion
Nacional El Niño Simon” surround the
Tower.

INFORMAL
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IMG 34

IMG 35

torre david

EXISTING CONDITION OF THE FACADES

Brick and curtain wall left by the previous residents appear to
have been removed or stolen from the facades of the Tower.

IMG 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37
Photos taken by Armando Reinoza and shared directly from
source

IMG 36
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IMG 37
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IMG 38

How can we provide
COMMUNITY members
with the agency and
DESIGN TOOLS to make
their own housing
DECISIONS that best
represent their
INTERESTS AND NEEDS?
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case study:
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THE VERTICAL VILLAGE
MVRDV + The Why Factory

IMG 41

The proposal for The Vertical Village is to create
spaces where citizens determine and construct
their own homes according to their individual
needs. These examples cover many of the issues
anyone would encounter when designing a vertical
community, such as access, structure, financing,
safety, public vs. private, among others. They also
explore the idea of a high-rise without a central
core, allowing community growth in any direction.
These projects allow user customization for each
unit, while maintaining the identity of the whole.
Even though they are not adaptive reuse projects,
these proposals project the idea of the organic
growth of how informal communities are characterized, which is paramount to the future proposal
of this thesis.

IMG 39, 40, 41: examples of different approaches on vertical
villages. Illustration from “MVRDV - Vertical Village IBA.”
Accessed November 19, 2019.

“The Five Villages study anticipates examples of possible
appearances of a Vertical Village. Each resulting village
emerges from the same size
plot, with the same number
of inhabitants and the same
time span of development.
These five villages illustrate
the different characteristics
that might emerge from the
evolutionary growth of a Vertical Village.” (The Why Factory)
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IMG 42

“In general, the adaptive
reuse of the building appears
to be evolving toward the normal, or formal, by means of
a trial-and-error informality.
Thus, construction in Torre
David combines collective
knowledge of the self-built,
incremental housing of the
barrios with new techniques
and strategies that adapt this
knowledge to the conditions of
the Tower.”
Urban Think Tank

torre david

IMG 42: exterior façade of Tower of David, buildings A and B. Illustration from
“Venezuela – The Squatted Skyscraper –
Thomas Wagner.”
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resilience

IMG 43

IMG 43: staircase of the Tower of David
without any railing or safety measures. Illustration from SFMOMA. “Torre David #4.”
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IMG 44

RESILIENT CARACAS

Caracas, a city where there’s more motorcycles
than cars, where gas is cheaper than water, where
pedestrians are always scared of been mugged but
somehow manage to always be nice to one another.
A city with the perfect weather but the imperfect
government. A city where it’s easier to mug someone than to find bread, a city of contradictions and
limitations, and despite everything, the best city in
the world.
It is home of many: some living in a bubble only
enjoying the paradisiac benefits of its beauty and
cheap prices, others living in hell, struggling to
survive each paycheck, hoping to never get sick
because it would be impossible to find or if found
impossible to afford medicines. For years, it was
the wealthiest and most promising country in the
continent, where many immigrants from different
parts of the world wanted to come and start a new
better life. But now, for over 20 years, a city of
uncertainties, with a daily inflation of almost 3%,
how can anyone or anything live or survive in these
conditions?

resilience

IMG 44: informal settlements in Caracas. Illustration from
Erasmusu. “Caracas of My Sorrows.” Erasmusu.

The Tower of David, an example of many. Standing
tall in the middle of the city, an empty high-rise
building waiting for what’s next to come. A ghost
of the past, hoping like others, for things to get
back in place.

As if it’s waiting to become
an icon again, to not be
forgotten a third time. To
hopefully be a pioneer of
something better, represent
the stages and show the
scars of a harmed city, be
an example of memory and
the repair of the divide.

IMG 45

case study:

IMG 46

PROYECTO URBANO INTEGRAL
Medellin, Colombia

INFRASTRUCTURE

IMG 47

IMG 48

PUBLIC SPACES

ACCESSIBLITY

RESIDENTIAL

IMG 45: cable car project for the city of Medellin
IMG 46: Parque Lineal Quebrada La Herrera
IMG 47: Biblioteca España
82

IMG 48: Puente Mirador Andalucía
Illustrations from “Medellín Modelo de Transformación Urbana
Pui Proyecto Urbano Integral. by Urbam EAFIT - Issuu.”

COMMUNITY
EMPOWERMENT

COMMUNITY
STRENGTH

Proyecto Urbano Integral not only focused on building safe transportation systems, education hubs
and business development facilities, but also ensured that new buildings were located near public
transportation and bridges were built between barrios separated by creeks.
The first Proyecto Urbano Integral revitalization
area was Comuna Nororiental in Santo Domingo,
one of the city’s poorest and most violence-ravaged
neighborhoods. It is home to 11 neighborhoods of
170,000 residents, most of whom live in informal
dwellings along the steep hillsides to the north of
the city center. The most important project is the
city’s Metrocable transit system, which connects
the informal barrios to the subway and the formal
city in the valley below. Running the length of the
gondola is a series of public parks, job training centers and schools.

At the top, purposely situated next to the metro
station, city planners built Parque Biblioteca España. Designed by architect Giancarlo Mazzanti,
it resembles three massive, etched black boulders
and is visible throughout the city.

Together these public
spaces and new transportation systems helped to
create links between the
informal settlements and
the city, providing greater access to jobs, services
and opportunity.
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NEIGHBORS AND RESIDENTS

COMMUNITY
“a group of people living in the same place.”
“a feeling of fellowship
with others, as a result
of sharing common attitudes, interests, and
goals”.

As a self-organized community, there are many elements to study and learn from the previous residents of the Tower of David. The building currently
resembles an improvised village, yet the “neighbors” turned a ruined, abandoned structure into
a home through resourcefulness and determination. They were viewed as a precarious, marginalized community, however in reality one ought to
recognize the courage to pave the way towards a
new future. In a country where the informal has
been rapidly taking over the formal city, the role of
architects and urban planners is to design around
social equity and empower the resilience of the inhabitants.
Caracas is a city where 50% of its residents live
in informal settlements. This highlights how urban
dwellers play an important role in the development
of their own city. According to Beatrice De Carli, in
the book Architecture and Resilience, the rights to
a city can be comprised of two parts: 1) appropriation and 2) participation. The first refers to physical access and occupancy of the urban space, the

resilience

occupation of existing space, and the creation of
a new space that meets the needs and aspirations
of its citizens. As for the second, it refers to the
right of inhabitation and membership to a society
through the fulfillment of one’s obligations.
It should be said that citizens of Caracas living in
informal settlements enjoy their right of appropriation to the city, but not that of participation,
beginning with the fact that they do not pay for
services (such as water and electricity). At the
same time social inclusion is clearly nonexistent
when studying the urban fabric of the city, where
the informal is clearly differentiated from the
planned city.
Community resilience is the persistent ability of a
community to utilize available resources to respond
to, endure, and recover from adverse situations.
In the case of the Tower of David, the residents,
through autonomous organizational systems, were
part of a complex social experiment.

The “neighbors” managed to utilize the available
resources at the time to make this tower their
home. Urban Think Tank, in their book Torre David, describes the residents as a genuine community, operating as a cooperative and structured
with rules, procedures, and internal bureaucracy. They mention that residents handled a system
with a true singularity and upheld a standard akin
to any other upscale cooperative apartment building in major cities like New York or London. There
was an interdependence for the maintenance of
stability and order, as was described in the previous chapter.

For this thesis, it is important to maintain this sense
of community in a socio-spatial condition, where
two economic and social classes are involved, while
still considering it as a government-sponsored social project. The idea is to bring new residents both
from the lower and middle classes, while proposing social public spaces that can be used by the surrounding neighbors as well.
A dialogue with the future residents to create new
norms and values will determine what it takes to
form and sustain mutuality, as the fabric of any
community involves relationship building. Community commitment will be shown in the devel-

opment of relationships that demonstrate mutual support and co-production. As De Carli wrote,
“Collective practices of social movements enhance
the coping capacity of highly vulnerable urban
dwellers by facilitating forms of solidarity and auto-organization.”
It is important to highlight that the previous residents entered the tower after becoming homeless caused by a natural disaster. It is imperative
to acknowledge the diverse vulnerabilities urban
dwellers carry, as they must always adapt to the
capacities of different natural, political and economic factors.
On the other hand, community resilience is also
associated with ideas of rights, power and agency.
The project will be developed under the banner of
social justice, where it will be essential to support
the needs and aspirations of a marginalized group.
The idea is not to bring back the previous residents,
but to maintain their narratives of resilience for
future ones. It is important to recognize the mar-

resilience

ginalized groups that exist in the city. As previously
mentioned, about 1.5 million citizens live in informal
settlements.

Resilience will then become
a practice that resists and
breaks down the poverty cycle by producing a new vertical system that is based in
a sense of community.

COLLECTIVE

INDIVIDUAL

Sharing a physical space within a group must be an
evolving process, where public and private spaces
are intertwined when becoming an intentional community. The previous residents of the tower had an
entire system established, which was developed
slowly and organically through mutual support and
collaboration, although without any legitimate title
of property or anything similar.

RESOURCES

RIGHTS, POWER AND AGENCY

RESOURCES
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INDIVIDUAL
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INTENTIONAL COMMUNITIES: THE YANOMAMI

One can imagine what is possible by enacting radically different versions of the creation of a new urban model. As unexpected as it may be, there are
even some ideas that can be adopted from one of
Venezuela’s pre-Hispanic indigenous groups, the
Yanomamis.
Two of the many fascinating characteristics of indigenous groups are their ability to adapt to their environment and their sense of community. Yanomami is one of the few Venezuelan native indigenous
groups still in existence today. They are located
in the Amazon rainforest, on the border between
Venezuela and Brazil. They live in large, circular,
communities called Shabonos. This is a collective
and communal structure created by open, covered
spaces, comprised of many individual family homes
that together create the circular shape. The Shabono can house up to 400 people with a central area
that is used for activities such as rituals, feasts and
games. This central area is called Heha, with a size

IMG 49

IMG 50

that can vary between 20 and 50 meters in diameter, depending on the size of the community. Every
two years the members of the community build the
Shabonos together, irrespective sex or age. This is
because they burn them and build them again from
scratch as they are made out of palm and trunks,
which does not have a long-life expectancy.
Each family has its own fireplace where food is prepared and cooked during the day. At night, hammocks are slung up near the fire at the perimeters
of the individual homes that shape the Shabono,
which must be stoked all night to keep people
warm. The Yanomami believe strongly in equality among people. Each community is independent
from the next and they do not recognize chiefs;
rather, decisions are made by unanimity, frequently after long debates where all members have a say.

resilience

IMG 52

IMG 51

Images about community living in the Yanomami indigenous
settlement.
IMG 49: Illustration from Majestic Plumage. “Majestic Plumage:

Shabonos of the Yanomami Tribes, Southern Venezuela
IMG 50: Illustration from “Yanomami Indians: The Fierce People?”
IMG 51, 52: Illustrations from Bio. “Yanomami: Children of Eden.”
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IMG 53

In the book Architecture and Resilience, Helen Jarvis articulates it
best when she says, “Intentional
communities are widely accepted to represent a group of people who have chosen to live and
sometimes work together for some
common purpose...Each household
has its own self-contained home
but shares in the management
of the whole site…Self-organizing groups that work together to
design, develop and manage a
project have to nurture skills of
mutual understanding and shared
responsibility for supporting each
other. This process of collaboration
is recognized to increase community resilience…”

resilience

IMG 53: Illustration from Majestic Plumage. “Majestic Plumage: Shabonos of the
Yanomami Tribes, Southern Venezuela
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WHAT
shop keeping

WHAT
taking care of children

WHAT
school work

WHAT
selling food

WHO
women

WHO
women

WHO
children

WHO
women

HOW
sitting
standing
talking
reaching
trading
browsing

HOW
sitting
standing
talking
walking
bending
holding child

HOW
sitting
standing
talking
bending down
reading
writing

HOW
sitting
standing
talking
bending
serving

case study:
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TRANSFORMING SLUMS
THROUGH ARCHITECTURAL EMPOWERMENT
Thesis Project by Kristin Tolentino

This thesis presents a series of modular and flexible
systems as a design solution to improve living conditions of a slum in Manila, Philippines. It consists
of the study of the spatial, formal, and programmatic characteristics of the slum communities.
This project provides an additional data point for
the development of slums around the world and a
compare and contrast reference with Venezuela.
The proposal has a smaller scale approach than
what is intended in the Tower of David thesis; regardless, many of these elements can be taken into
consideration.

The proposal aims to empower residents through
usability and versability by
studying the users’ daily
activities and dwellings.
The outcome of the study
resulted in a modular and
adaptable piece of furniture
that works as a table, chair,
bench, shelving, among
others many purposes.
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IMG 54
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Through COLLECTIVE
EFFORT, how can we
propose a NEW MODEL
FOR URBAN LIVING
where vertical villages
become a SOLUTION FOR
AFFORDABLE HOUSING?
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IMG 55: “Espacios de Paz” project for informal
settlements in Caracas, Venezuela. Illustration
from ArchDaily México. “Cómo el proyecto ‘Espacios de Paz’ está transformando los espacios
comunitarios en Venezuela,”

design strategies

IMG 55
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PROGRAM AND USER PROFILE

IMG 56

IMG 58

After studying the Tower of David, not only as an
example of adaptive reuse, but as a possible host
structure for a second intervention, a proposal for
a new project will involve the forgotten communities to create a sustainable, social, economic and
environmental scenario.

IMG 57

IMG 59

design strategies

The idea is to devise a series of systems that together reinforce the hypothesis of a vertical village. By implementing new ideas of intervention
that reflect the tower’s original use, the project acknowledges and embraces the persuasive power of
that phenomenon.

The tower wasn’t just any
other squatting settlement; it was an example
of community, of families
coexisting and sharing in
the same space.

IMG 56: example of a shop inside of the tower
IMG 57: gathering space within the tower
IMG 58: access to the tower in the ground floor level

Community is defined as a group of people that
dwell together; action that could be described as
interpersonal interaction. It refers to a group of individuals founded by the residential vicinity which
varies depending of the economic status. It is a
conciliatory assembly, characterized by an internal
order, social solidarity, and common culture; and it
always includes a certain amount of families, since
there’s no cases of anyone living alone and isolated
from the rest of the world.
The house as the central element to society can be
studied as the primary necessity for protection and
shelter. The exchange of ideas and mutual collaboration originated the merge of living units creating
communities as important as the individual home.
The household entity as well as the community are
interlocked with one another. They are restricted
by physical, social, and economic values which lead
to find solutions that satisfy material and spiritual
necessities.

IMG 59: sports space at ground floor level
Illustrations from Taylor, Alan. “Squatters in Venezuela’s
45-Story ‘Tower of David’ - The Atlantic.”
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PLANNED CONSTRUCTION VS. ORGANIC GROWTH

design strategies

FOOTNOTES
TO BE DONE DURING SPRING SEMESTER
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outside

resources

Social housing is any rental housing that may be
owned and managed by the state, by non-profit organizations, or by a combination of the two, usually with the aim of providing affordable solutions.
Social housing is generally controlled by some form
of means testing or administrative measures of accommodation need. For the purpose of this project
the concept of social housing would be reimagined as if citizens were given the opportunity to
pay rent for their units based on a percentage of
their salaries. Even though the minimum wage is
less than $10 a month, an average low-class person earns around $50 while a lower middle-class

residential

The user group selected for this project includes
both low income and lower-medium class families.
In Venezuela, due to the current political and economic crisis, the minimum wage is less than $10
a month if calculated through the black market.

Appropiation of space according to needs and wants

commercial

Dwelling units must take into consideration all the
different types of family, in terms of family size
and monetary income. They must be planned to
create a communal entity without losing their individual personality and character. As a complement,
it must include social and public spaces to reinforce
the sense of community, where the dwellers will
feel free to co-inhabit and co-exist among each other. As mentioned before, some of these spaces include a school, plazas, church, commercial and recreational areas, which will allow the stimulation of
educational, cultural, social and religious activities
among the residents.

If it were converted through the official exchange
rate it would be around $600, but that’s not the
case. According to Trading Economics in Venezuela, minimum wage refers to the lowest gross wage
per month, there is also a minimum wage set for
apprentices and pensioners, a Christmas bonus
(from 15 days to 4 months’ pay) and a vacation
bonus necessary for all employees. As mentioned
before, Venezuela’s severe economic crisis, including hyperinflation, a private sector in ruins and
a shortage of basic goods, has forced more than
five million citizens to leave the country, because
who would want to stay in a country making $10
a month?

inside

The most important factors in the planification of
a housing project are the population that will inhabit it, the environment and its surroundings. It
becomes more of an issue of necessities, economic status, culture and traditions resulting from the
climate and geographic conditions where it will be
engaged. Consequently, family is the most important component of a housing project.

obserdierem tuspim poptie nos elato vena, nost ficoer qua
priptest poptem pulictum acchui is abessig nonsus? Opionside
essiliam P. Bistrartam ad conem isulla re plis sendum facrunt
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PROGRAM DISTRIBUTION
citizen earns $200 a month. The salary depends
on the job of every individual, a maid can make up
to $100 a month, but a doorman or a construction
worker only makes $10 a month. Therefore, the future residents of the tower will be families with a
monthly income between $10-$200.
The purpose is not to bring back the previous tenants, nor to choose whom to move out from their
house at the informal settlements and bring them
to the tower. The idea is to propose a new model
for urban living creating a community-based system, where whoever that would like to be part of it
would pay a fixed percentage of their salary as rent.
Some units would be more expensive than others,
depending on size and location in the complex.
Families will be the main client for this project.
By proposing commercial and public space, the
site would be activated by outside members of the
neighborhood. The residents of the tower will be
given the opportunity to establish their businesses,
such as beauty salons, market shops, sewing and
tailoring, among others. They will be given their
own production/sale space that would allow them
to benefit economically.

Moving into the tower will provide residents not
only shelter and safety but also help them to grow
as an individual and as part of a collective.
Therefore, the program is understood to be distributed in the following direction: building P will
continue to work as a parking garage but will also
count with some of the sports spaces, such as a vertical gym; building C will comprise the younger and
elder community for accessibility purposes since
it’s the structure with the least amount of stories,
it will include educational spaces such as a day care
center, library and an elderly facility, accompanied
by apartment units and commerce spaces of type C.
On the other hand, building B will incorporate
apartment units and commercial spaces of type B
as well as the communal spaces such as a church,
spaces for events and exhibition, and hydroponic
farms for the residents. Last but not least, building
A for being the highest structure will still continue
to host most of the apartment units (type A) with
commercial spaces and vertical farms. The building
K and the elevator and staircase core of building A
will act as the street – a public space connecting the
complex.

design strategies

General program distribution in each building
Elevators and staircase core as main vertical public space

EXHIBITION / EVENTS
RELIGIOUS
APARTMENTS TYPE B
VERTICAL FARMS
COMMERCE TYPE B

B
C
EDUCATIONAL
ELDERLY FACILITY
APARTMENTS TYPE C
COMMERCE TYPE C

PARKING GARAGE
VERTICAL GYM

K

P
A

APARTMENTS TYPE A
APARTMENTS TYPE D
VERTICAL FARMS
COMMERCE TYPE A
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CONCEPTUAL IDEAS OF INTERVENTION

When referring to the design of a vertical village,
the purpose is to create a new model for inhabiting
high-rises, which have the same sense of community, character, personality and tradition as informal
settlements. This proposed system of interventions works with the apartment as a modular unit
of progressive dwelling - a flexible space that with
partitions could grow accordingly the needs and
wants of each family.
An evolutionary housing system supported by the
creation of public spaces, plus the addition of a new
vertical circulation system, would allow the tower
to become a village in and of itself. Public space
will become the connection point for all parts of the
system.
After studying the community that inhabited the
tower less than five years ago, the proposal will
not only fulfill the essential needs of the future
residents, but at the same include new elements
that will strengthen their bond as a community.
By introducing hydroponic agriculture to offer resi-

dents a kitchen garden and market crops, layers of
programming within the apartment unit will take
form. The home is thus transformed from a simple
sleeping and eating dwelling to a self-sufficient,
profitable ecosystem.
It must be mentioned that Venezuela is a country
with only the rainy and dry seasons. This means
that the construction considerations are different
than in a country like the US, where winter is a major factor to work with when designing a building.
For this reason, it is important to take advantage
of the favorable weather conditions by introducing
a rainwater collection system from which the residents can benefit.
Lastly, incorporating a new facade will provide
safety for the future residents. The facade can be
treated as a system that could incorporate other elements, such as the aforementioned vertical farms
and solar panels that can bring electricity to the
tower.

design strategies

The tower is about 50%
built, so how can we design
the unfinished remainder to
capitalize upon the positive
elements already in place?
“The architecture practiced
by the residents defies the
conventional assumptions
about the purposes and ends
of design; it constantly
evolves, adapting to an ever-moving present.”
On Torre David's Expulsion: Ttan-Ch.
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MARK VERTICAL VILLAGE

individual

Architekten Cie, Karres en Brands, KCAP and Geurst & Schulze

services

collective

RESIDENTS

individual

COMMUNITY
IMG 62

services

IMG 60

1

3

The project was the winning architectural competition submission for a high-rise development in
Utrecht, The Netherlands. It includes social housing with medium to high rent apartments, as well
as collective spaces with sustainable and environment-friendly factors.
The complex consists of three towers that can host
up to 1,000 residents, providing them with affordable and inclusive housing. It includes urban agriculture on every floor, which promotes healthy urban living.
The completion of the project is planned for 2023.
Although this not an adaptive reuse project (it was
conceived entirely from scratch), it reflects the
characteristics that a vertical village should in-

IMG 60, 61, 62: explanatory diagrams of the MARK Village project proposal. Illustrations from ArchDaily. “Dutch
Designers Create a New Vertical Village for the Netherlands,”
December 18, 2018.

clude. This precedent offers a potential program
that can be directed specifically to the user and
how said user can benefit from the building.
The lower roofs function as horticultural greenhouses in which the food production is integrated
into the daily lives of inhabitants. The project also
includes community spaces such as restaurants, a
swimming pool, gym, communal laundry and kitchen facilities, as well as shared rooms for external
visitors, flexible work areas and maker spaces for
artists. The Tower of David design proposal is inspired by the merging of commercial and recreational programs with the residents’ apartment in
order to create a community within itself.
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IMG 63

“While the rich families of
Caracas live in their traditional quarters on the hot
humid bottom of the valley, the poor live in splendidly ventilated altitudes
enjoying cooling breezes
all year round and magnificent views for which builders of villas pay exorbitant
land prices”
Sibyl Moholy-Nagy
IMG 63: view of the city of Caracas. Illustration
from Encyclopedia Britannica. “Caracas | History,
Population, Climate, & Facts.”
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VERTICAL CIRCULATION AND PUBLIC SPACE

One of the main issues for the previous residents
of the Tower of David was the lack of elevators and
the unsafe uncompleted facades. There were even
a few accidents reported caused by these two factors. The fact that families lived in the tower for
almost ten years having to walk up to the twenty-eight floor is not only extreme but admirable.
On one side, the missing elevators is a contradiction on what a makes skyscraper possible. The
five-building complex was planned to have about
twenty-tree elevators in total. On the other hand,
the informal settlements are characterized for
hours of walking up the hills in concrete staircases
to be able to get home. It wasn’t something the residents weren’t used to.
The residents took advantage of the ten-story parking garage building to save up on energy at least
half of the way. This is one of the main reasons the
building was only occupied up to the 28th floor. As
part of the proposal, new elevators will be added to
the existing empty vertical shafts. This will be an

important element to start to take advantage of the
remaining twenty floors.

PATERNOSTER ELEVATOR
Non-stop elevator chain

IMG 65

A possible solution for the elevator deficit is the
Paternoster Lift. It is a passenger elevator which
consists of a chain of open compartments, usually
designed for two people, that move slowly in a loop
up and down inside a building without stopping
so passengers can step on or off at any floor they
like. However, there have been many safety issues
regarding this type of elevators, and the construction of new paternosters was even stopped in the
mid-1970s due to safety concerns. Paternoster elevators were only intended for transporting people therefore accidents occurred when they were
misused for transporting bigger items. The construction of new paternosters is no longer allowed
in many countries in Europe because of the high
risk of accident for people who cannot use the lift
properly. The idea is to propose a low-cost elevator
solution that would safe up on energy and cost. The
Paternoster Lift or a similar concept could work for
the Tower of David.

design strategies

IMG 66

IMG 65, 66: views of existing examples of Paternoster elevators in Europe. Illustrations from
“Meet Paternoster, The Non-Stop Elevator Chain!”
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As mentioned before, the program of the tower
with be mixed use, not only spread around by each
building but also within each floor. Residents will
be able to find commercial, residential and recreational spaces throughout the verticality of the
complex.

The main concept is to create a vertical circulation
system that would act as
the main social space in
the building, interweaving
these different programs
throughout the buildings.
One of the most relevant aspects of informal settlements in Caracas is there is not enclosed neighborhoods. Houses are built organically on top of hills
where the staircases and streets become the public

space. Opposite to what was the previous condition
of the Tower where residents inhabited it – it was
a private residential building with no access to outsiders. As shown in the diagram to the right, the
idea of the street being part of the community as
the main public space merged with the proposed
program will be one of the core strategies to develop further.
Public space is defined as the spaces that are generally open and accessible to people. Roads, sidewalks, public squares, parks, among others, are
some examples of public space. According to the
article “What makes a successful place?” published
by Project for Public Spaces, great public spaces
are those where social and economic exchanges occur, friends run into each other, and cultures mix.
When these spaces are successful, they serve as the
stage for the public life. In the case of the Tower
of David, because of the lack of elevators, most of
the interaction between residents happened in the
staircase; a feature also present in informal settlements.

design strategies
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COLLECTIVE
Project for Public Spaces has found that to be successful, public spaces generally share the following
qualities: sociability, uses and activities, access
and linkages, and comfort and image. In terms of
sociability, it must be a space where people from
different backgrounds, age and sex feel comfortable to interact with their friends as well as with
strangers, and at the same time feel a sense of
place or attachment to their community. This could
be done by the proposed use and activities of the
place.

Last but not least, the proposed public space should
be comfortable and have a good presence. Comfort
includes perceptions about safety, cleanliness, and
the availability of places to sit. All these elements
will be taken into account for the design of the vertical circulation system as a public space throughout the tower, where residents will be able to interact among each other not only as they’re walking up

INDIVIDUAL

the stairs but also with the proposed resting areas.

There are reasons why some spaces are more successful than others. Those who welcome a younger
community as well as the elderly, offer spaces for
the single individuals as well as groups of friends
and are enjoyable throughout the day – day and
night – will have a better use. In terms of accessibility, successful public spaces are easy to get to
and get through, no matter age or physical condition. They must also have a relationship with the
surrounding program being reinforced with private
commercial spaces.
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TEATROS: GROWING HOUSE
Urban Think Tank. Caracas, Venezuela

vertical circulation

horizontal circulation

Urban Think Tank has dedicated a big part of its
practice on work with the slums in Venezuela.
One of the many projects the firm presented to
the country was the Growing House project, which
was never built. However, it remains an important
precedent for this thesis.
It consists of a building that provides social services
for the community with the inclusion of a variety
of programs, such as kindergarten, public health
services, sports facilities, shops and commercial
spaces, art, and government offices. The proposal also includes a connection to the subway station
to directly merge housing with the transportation
service. This extra structure allows for the incorporation of more public and retail spaces, such as
a bakery, library, auditorium, bar, exhibition spaces, a swimming pool, among others.

IMG 67: programmatic diagrams of the Growing House. Illustration from “U–TT | Teatros: Growing House.”

This is an example of how
public and private spaces
can merge, bringing the
community together under
one complete infrastructure.
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IMG 68

What design strategies
such as VERTICAL FARMS,
VERTICAL CIRCULATION
SYSTEM, A SKIN FACADE
SYSTEM, should be
central elements that
best capitalize on this
opportunity?
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The Pixel Façade designed by architects Oliver
Thomas and Keyan Rahimzadeh is a biophilic façade

The idea is to give future residents not just a safe
space but also an efficient and productive one. As
one of the design strategies, the proposal will include an adaptable, replicable, modular façade system that can react to its position and place within
the Tower. Vertical vegetation included as an envelope approach will not only protect the interiors
from direct solar radiation, but also enhance the
cooling effect in the surrounding areas. This component allows the facade heat up less, absorb less
heat and emit less heat at night. One of the materials considered for this proposal are wood pallets,
which are particularly accessible and affordable

design strategies

By Oliver Thomas and Keyan Rahimzadeh

outside

IMG 71

GREEN FACADE

system proposed for office use that recognizes the
need for natural elements in workspaces. The design is adaptable and repeatable, where moveable
panels could be configured for multiple design
solutions, changing both the shape and size of the
space, as well as its connection to the exterior. The
architects have created a system that extends beyond the façade, in which the structure adapts to
the needs and conditions of the site.

IMG 72

APARTMENT

As previously mentioned, the lack of envelope
elements in the Tower is one of the major issues
addressed within this thesis project. The Tower
of David was a very unsafe building for all and remains so to this day. In the years since the most
recent evacuation of residents, this condition has
worsened. Facades that were once almost complete
with curtain wall are now naked to the city. Even
some additions by previous residents are now gone,
likely stolen for repurpose elsewhere. In the book
Radical Cities, in the chapter “Torre David: A Pirate Utopia”, the journalist Justin McGuirk notes:
“By and large, this building is perfectly safe as
long as you stay away from the edge. The only
problem is that there is so much edge. The external staircases have no handrails, or if they do,
they’ve been jerry-rigged with bits of pipe and
wire. The same goes for many of the walkways
connecting the tower with the lower blocks adjoining it.” So, how can one address this issue?

PIXEL FACADE

inside

FACADE SYSTEMS AND VERTICAL FARMS

IMG 69

IMG 70

IMG, 69, 71: detailed drawings of the modular façade systems.
Illustrations from “Pixel Facade’ System Combines a Love for
Nature with Next-Generation Workspaces | ArchDaily.”

IMG 70, 72: renderings of flexible façade systems. Illustrations from 6sqft. “Pixel Facade’ Concept Creates Flexible,
Green Office Towers Designed for Millennials.”
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VERTICAL URBAN GARDEN
Green Belly

Green Belly Vertical Garden is a secondary project
under focus, as it contains a solution for the façade
issue, addresses issues of productivity and offers
economic value. Founders of Green Belly, Alex
Losada and Camille Lassale, developed a system
that utilizes existing walls to produce food in limited spaces. They propose an adaptable scaffolding
structure that can be added to any existing building
to provide the necessary flexibility of a low-cost
modular system.
By combining the two concepts of a façade system
and a vertical garden, a new proposal can be established in which an apartment unit becomes more
than just a dwelling space. Caracas is fortunate to
retain amazing weather throughout the calendar
year; there only exists a wet and dry season. The

design strategies

outside

URBAN GARDEN

APARTMENT

“The GreenBelly prototype
is designed for big modern cities, but also for the
poorest countries where
access to food is difficult.
It can feed homeless people in difficult times, serve
as a recreational hobby for
residents, or teach children
the value of nature. Therefore, it is not just an urban
garden, it is a local project
with global benefits.”

SHOP

wet season is humid and overcast, while the dry
season is mostly cloudy. However, it is warm all
year round. This weather facilitates crop production and vertical gardens.

inside

material in cities like Caracas. This same vegetation could further include the crops’ production
area for the economic and nutritional benefit of the
residents. The proposal of a vertical garden will encourage local community participation, as well as
social inclusion amongst residents. The inclusion
of a crops’ growing space will help those struggling
with limited resources and provide education in agriculture practices.

IMG 74

IMG 75
IMG 73

IMG 73: street view of the “Green Belly” modular addition to
existing structure.
IMG 74: production chambers designed for personal use in

the building.
IMG 75: overall view of the project in existing structure
Illustrations from “Green Belly

IMG 76: portrait of one of the informal settlements in the city of Caracas, Venezuela. Illustration from Serrano, María Rivas. “Fotos de guetos
en Caracas tomadas por un ‘malandro’ venezolano.”
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IMG 77

IMG 78

IMG 80

TWO PERIODS OF TIME

Two periods of time, one of wealth and power, another of violence, corruption and sorrow. The tower has become a symbol of the circumstances of the
country, of time and history. The existing rough
concrete structure appears to be infected by the
brick like a parasite. A new material and language
that doesn’t belong to the host, like an unwanted
guest. The Tower being left unfinished twice, once
by the architects and then by its new residents,
doesn’t seem to belong to its place.
IMG 79

But what is unfinished? Unfinished, according to
Merriam Webster, is described as not brought to an
end or to the desired state, or is it to the intended
state? Because in this case, it wasn’t brought to the
desired state by the first owner, and neither to its
intended state by the new residents.

design proposal

IMG 77: outdoor sports court designated by previous residents
in the ground floor. Illustration from “Venezuela – The Squatted Skyscraper – Thomas Wagner.”

The Tower is in a rough and
unpolished state that could
be subjected to other processes, many possible interventions that would make it
look less “unfinished”. But
this concept is relative to
different opinions and considerations, so who should
say what the finished product should look like?

IMG 78, 79: existing conditions of unprotected structures in
the tower.
IMG 80: building B north façade after inhabitation of previous

residents. Illustrations from Arquitectura. “‘Torre David’,Caracas: Un proyecto arquitectónico de complejo comercial a
edificio de ocupas más alto del mundo,”
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HALF A HOUSE
Arch. Alejandro Aravena. Chile

Natural disasters, political conflicts and economic
crisis are just some of the few factors that could
affect the infrastructure of a city. There are many
architects that address these issues, and Alejandro
Aravena is one of them. The Chilean architect is
perhaps the most socially involved architect to receive the Pritzker Prize. For Aravena, every architect’s primary goal should be to improve people’s
way of life by considering both human needs and
desires, as well as political, economic and environmental issues.
A great example of his work is the “Half a House”
project. The project consists of low-cost social
housing made out of concrete blocks that can be

IMG 81: diagram of addition by reisdents to the “Half a House”
project to the existing structure. Illustration from Behance.
“Quinta Monroy / ELEMENTAL.” Behance.

finished, extended and developed by the inhabitants. The project is purposely left unfinished so
residents can add additional rooms and personalize
their homes to their own taste. It is an excellent
case study of how social projects can succeed when
the user is prioritized in the project’s framework.
Designers thus ought to propose structures that
incorporate in opportunities to modify or adapt at
secondary stages of development.
Nevertheless, the main reason these houses are
left unfinished is for the economy of means, having
a small budget to construct these homes and being
able to build more in quantity leaving the quality
and future expansion to the owners’ expense.
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IMG 82

IMG 83

“If there wasn’t the money to build everyone a good
house,” said Aravena, on
the telephone from his
studio in Santiago, “we
thought: why not build everyone half a good house –
and let them finish the rest
themselves.”
Resilience, defined as the capacity to recover
quickly from difficulties or the ability of an object
to spring back into shape, is an important concept considered in Aravena’s project. These houses were proposed in cities throughout Chile, which
after being struck by earthquakes, tsunamis, any
other type of natural disasters, or even just because there were families squatting, new social
housing projects were needed.

IMG 82: proposed condition of the “Half a house” project.
Illustration from “Half a House - 99% Invisible.”
IMG 83: project intervened by residents with their adaptations

according to their necessities. Illustrations from “Why 2016’s
Pritzker Winner Makes Half-Built Houses | Architecture | Agenda | Phaidon.”

Half House project earned Alejandro Aravena the
Pritzker prize. The project was replicated in many
different cities across Chile in various designs and
planning processes. The construction plans of the
houses can also be found online for those who are
interested in building their own home using Aravena’s design. Tom Pritzker said that the architect
gives economic opportunity to the less privileged,
mitigating the effects of natural disasters, reducing energy consumption and providing welcoming
public spaces for the residents of Chile.
This project was chosen because of the flexibility
it gives to the users to adapt the structures according to their personalized inhabitation preferences.
Comparing it to what the destiny of the Tower of
David could be, is a good starting point. The tower not only needs to consider the basic needs of a
community, but perhaps think about the possible
scenarios and the future of the families that it will
host. As the program of the project is intended to
be a vertical village, the interventions have to be
low cost to be able to finance the entire project.
So, why not a half apartment?
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LA CALLE
(the street)

IMG 84

LA VEREDA
(the sidewalk)

IMG 85

EL HUERTO Y LA CASA
(the orchard and the house)

HOW DO WE DESIGN THE UNFINISHED?

IMG 86

Designing the unfinished involves following a set of
steps, ultimately leading to a dwelling-in-process.
The existing skeleton, once modified, goes through
a series of new interventions and is once again left
unfinished. In other words, it is built halfway. The
idea is to develop a framework with guidelines in
place for the future residents to finish the job.
Backed by relevant research, the framework and
guidelines are summarized in the following design
strategies: in blue, a ramp system incorporating
public spaces to connect the residents with the
community at large; in yellow, a series of gathering
spaces only for the residents complemented with a
central staircase system; in grey, a new residential
living model developed by and for residents shown;
and in green, the incorporation of urban farms for
productivity. This creates a direct relationship between public and private programs, reinforced with
semi-public and semi-private secondary spaces.

design proposal

IMG 84: example of streets inside informal settlements. Illustration from “Cuando Se Entrelacen La Oposición y Los Barrios,
Habrá Una Explosión General En Venezuela | Tele 13.”

These strategies derived
from the spatial qualities of
informal settlements. Creating three components within
the tower that already exist in the informal city: the
street, the sidewalk, the orchard and the house. Or as
they are called in Venezuela,
la calle, la vereda, el huerto y
la casa. The last two function
as one in the context of this
thesis, as they exist in the
same space.

IMG 85: example of the staircases in informal settlements. Illustration from Twitter. “@Caracas on Twitter: ‘Escaleras Desde
Arriba #BarriosDeCaracas

IMG 86: example of farming in informal settlements in the city
of Bogota, Colombia. Illustration from Agencia de noticias. “Agricultura Urbana: Una Forma de Traer El Campo a La Ciudad.”
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PROPOSED PROGRAM
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PUBLIC

SEMI-PUBLIC

PRIVATE

SEMI-PRIVATE
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LA CALLE
(the street)

LA VEREDA
(the sidewalk)

EL HUERTO Y LA CASA
(the orchard and the house)
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LA CALLE
(the street)

Change of direction
(11 - 12 floors)
Views to the proposed
rooftop park

MAIN STAIRCASE
PROPOSED
ELEVATOR
(changes location on
7th floor)

Amphitheater
Communal kitchen
(18 - 19 floors)

RESIDENTS MAIN
STAIRCASE

PLAZA (C)
Double height
Proposed ramp
Shops by residents
PLAZA (B)
Double height
Proposed ramp
Educational
Exhibition
(Access to outdoor
sports facilities and
rooftop park)

VISTAS

Farmers market
Mixed use events
(7 floor)

PLAZA (A)
Double height
Proposed ramp
Commercial spaces

Elderly shared spaces
Day care center
(3 - 4 floors)
Church
(1 - 2 floors)

design proposal
EXISTING STAIRCASES

PROPOSED
RAMP

STREET ACCESS
Proposed entrance
Removed wall
New ramp system
Commercial spaces

How can PUBLIC
SPACES be integrated
into the building’s
design to welcome
both RESIDENTS and
the SURROUNDING
COMMUNITY at large?
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IMG 87: Jose Felix Ribas neighborhood in Petare.
Illustration from “El Estimulo | La cuarentena trajo
más tristeza a la barriada más grande de Caracas.”

RAMP = THE STREET
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RAMPS COMPLIMENTED WITH COMMERCIAL SPACES
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LA CALLE

GROUND FLOOR

(the street)

Public spaces are the main organizing element,
arranged into a continuous sequence vertically
through the tower. Within the public space, there
are three subcategories: the ramps, urban plazas
and commercial spaces to serve community members.
A ramp system was designed for accessibility, not
only for pedestrians but also for motorcyclists.
This is because residents of barrios often use motorcycles for transport. Apart from the ramps,
a core staircase was also designed. Each of these
strategies creates a central space of circulation.
Traditionally, in informal communities, the street
is the center of public life and commerce; in this
thesis, the street is reimagined as a central ramp
and staircase system whereby such activities take
place.
The first two floors are completely public, with a
corner stair intended to open the tower to the community at large. The existing location of the church
was maintained, and the slab of the second floor
was removed to create a double height space. On
the second floor, the circular ramp lands and a second ramp system serves the Atrium building.

design proposal

2ND FLOOR
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IMG 88: commercial establishments in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Illustration from “Buenos Aires Autoriza La Apertura
de Ciertos Comercios Minoristas - Sputnik Mundo.”

MODULAR COMMERCIAL UNITS
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6TH FLOOR

As previously mentioned, the ramps include commercial spaces on the landings, which are also
present in the urban plazas.The urban plazas divide
the tower into sub villages; they are double height
and serve as community spaces for residents and
outsiders. These are the most important spaces in
informal settlements, as they are where all communal events take place. They are versatile and can
transform from a playground to a concert venue.
In the central core of the tower, public restrooms
are proposed in the urban plazas for the use of the
community at large.
On the 6th floor, there is a pool that allows for the
incorporation of a gym or fitness outdoor space. In
this floor the residents’ staircase changes location,
allowing a direct connection to the ramps and the
main public staircase. This level also offers a good
opportunity for a shared green space covered by the
structure of the top floor.
The 7th floor was previously residential, without
any use of the rooftop of the atrium building. It
will now be transformed into a new outdoor park,
designed for different activities, such as a resident-led farmer’s market.
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7TH FLOOR
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IMG 89: Jorge Somanca Plaza in the neighborhood “Chapellin” of the municipality “El Libertador” in the city on Caracas. Illustration from “Plaza Jorge Somaca, Barrio Chapellin
Caracas | < enlace arquitectura >.”

COMMUNAL URBAN PLAZA
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12TH FLOOR

The urban plazas, complemented with the commercial spaces, also exist on floors 12, 13, 19, and 20.
The commercial spaces are modular units located
throughout the tower. They change in size and configuration depending on the needs of the vendor. In
the previous occupation of the tower, it was very
important for the residents to have shops throughout the tower. This afforded them to stay within
the building to buy essential needs, rather than
force them to walk down the cumbersome stairs to
shop outside the building.
The 12th floor is where the ramps create a connection with the rooftop of the parking garage, where
sports activities can take place. Also, this is where
the central staircase changes direction to benefit
the residents on the upper floors, who would thus
have arena-like views of sporting events.
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13TH FLOOR
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PARKING GARAGE ROOFTOP COMMUNAL PARK
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LA VEREDA
(the sidewalk)
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PROPOSED
ELEVATORS
+ RESIDENTS
STAIRCASE
(changes location on 6th,
18th and 29th floors)

Change of direction
(24 -25 floors)
Views to the city

COURTYARD (D)
Single height
Service to green terraces
(38 floor)

PROPOSED
RAMP

Proposed elevator
and existing emergency staircase for
residents and community at large

COURTYARD (C)
Single height
Service to green terraces
(29 floor)

EXISTING
EMERGENCY
STAIRCASE

VISTAS
COURTYARD (B)
Single height
Shops and workshops
Gathering events
(24 floor)

COURTYARD (A)
Single height
Gathering events
(12 floor)

Change of location
(6 and 19 floors)
Views to the park
now to the city

design proposal

Through COLLECTIVE
EFFORT, how can we
propose a NEW MODEL
FOR URBAN LIVING
where vertical villages
become a SOLUTION FOR
AFFORDABLE HOUSING?
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IMG 91: example of many cases of infinite staircases in
informal settlements. Illustration from Area. “Caracas
Metro Cable,”

CENTRAL COMMUNAL STAIRCASE
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RESIDENTS’ STAIRCASE
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LA VEREDA

10TH FLOOR

(the sidewalk)

The semi-public spaces, or “la vereda”, are spaces only accessible to the residents and include
the addition of balconies and terraces for other
gathering spaces. These spaces are single height
and allow residents to enjoy the best views of the
city, strategically complemented alongside the
residents’ staircase system. The staircase is not
only a vertical circulation system, but also a social space, as it is in the informal settlements. Its
change in direction and location is not only for
spatial reasons, but also for economic reasons. By
changing the location of the proposed elevators,
the cost of the unit and maintenance will be substantially lower.
Caracas is a city in a valley surrounded by mountains. El Avila, most important of these mountains, separates the city from the Caribbean Sea.
It is here that sits the most expensive real estate,
which also offers a premium view. To show greater detail of “la vereda”, or the sidewalk, floors
10 and 20 have been chosen. In these two floors,
the two directions of the residents’ staircase are
shown, as well as the accompanying gathering
spaces, by floor. The proposed balcony for residents meetings provide the aforementioned view
of El Avila, as well as the city below.

As part of the proposal for gathering spaces, an
outdoor seating area was designed on the rooftop
of building B, located on floors 19 and 20. This
space is only for the benefit of residents and provides the best views of both the city and El Avila.
On the 10th floor, there is also a complementary
park for residents located right under the rooftop
sports park.
Double and triple height spaces were created with
vegetation included so residents can enjoy common street activities, such as barbeques, domino
games, and skateboarding, among others. From
the 13th to the 24th floor, the main ramp system
changes direction. For this new ramp, there is no
commercial space on the landing; instead there
are resting areas for the residents.
The sequence of spaces can be best understood
through a section view: the double height for the
church on the first floor, the central garden, the
pool and exercise area on the 6th floor, the rooftop park on the 7th floor, and the green balconies
towards the center as well. It also shows the plaza
on the 12th floor and the rooftop outdoor seating
area on the 19th floor.
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20TH FLOOR

170

10TH FLOOR
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20TH FLOOR
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10TH FLOOR

RESIDENTS’ PARKING GARAGE PARK
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RESIDENTS’ OUTDOOR ROOFTOP SEATING AREA
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MODULAR FACADE TYPE B
north and south facades

EL HUERTO Y LA CASA
(the orchard and the house)

MODULAR FACADE TYPE A
east and west facades

URBAN FARM (B)
6 floors (38 - 42)
SUBVILLAGE (F)
8 floors (30 - 37)
Up to 120 families
Facade TYPE B

SUBVILLAGE (B')
6 floors (13 - 18)
Up to 30 families
Facade TYPE A
Productive balcony

SUBVILLAGE (D)
4 floors (25 - 28)
Up to 60 families
Facade TYPE A & B
Productive Balcony

URBAN FARM (A)
6 floors (24 - 28)
SUBVILLAGE (C)
4 floors (20 - 23)
Up to 80 families
Facade TYPE A & B
Productive Balcony

SUBVILLAGE (A')
4 floors (8 - 11)
Up to 20 families
Facade TYPE B
Green roof (8 floor)

SUBVILLAGE (B)
4 floors (14 - 17)
Up to 90 families
Facade TYPE A & B
Productive Balcony

SUBVILLAGE (E)
2 floors (3 - 4)
Up to 10 families
Elderly Apartment units
Facade TYPE B

SUBVILLAGE (A)
4 floors (8 - 11)
Up to 90 families
Facade TYPE A & B
Productive Balcony

design proposal

How can we provide
COMMUNITY members
with the agency and
DESIGN TOOLS to make
their own housing
DECISIONS that best
represent their
INTERESTS AND NEEDS?
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IMG 92

design proposal

IMG 92: Jose Felix Ribas neighborhood in Petare. Illustration from “El Estimulo | La cuarentena trajo más tristeza
a la barriada más grande de Caracas.”

COMMUNAL URBAN FARMS
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EL HUERTO Y LA CASA

28TH FLOOR

(the orchard and the house)

The idea is to intentionally leave the residential
spaces empty so future residents have the power and autonomy to design and build their homes
according to their needs and wants. All the public
and semi-public additions and interventions are
proposed in steel, while the residential areas are
proposed in brick.
The sub villages are proposed in sections of four
levels, so that there is a walkable distance to services and public spaces. As part of the design tools
provided to future residents, a modular façade
system was created - type A and type B. Type A
includes individual urban farming, while type B
is only for enclosure. These modular façade units
are flexible and can be adapted depending on the
needs and wants of the residents.

The idea is to create a kit of parts from which residents can choose to design their homes. Thus,
residents can use these tools to become their own
developers, designers and builders.
Communal urban farms will be located in the top
terraces, which promotes collective farming.
These green terraces will exist on floors 24 to 29
and 40 to 44, providing the beautiful view of the
city of Caracas and El Avila.

design proposal

29TH FLOOR

30TH - 38TH FLOOR
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NO INHABITATION

PROGRESSIVE DWELLING

FULLY INHABITED
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Like urban planners design the city...												
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the Tower will then become a vertical city in itself.
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CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this thesis was to develop guidelines for the transformation of unused high-rises into social housing solutions. The framework
developed was based on the notion that informal
communities can serve as a model of participatory
design, as well as a different type of urbanization
altogether, from which the formal city can learn.
The key strategies implemented in the chosen
site, Torre David, would provide the residents the
necessary infrastructure to inhabit the tower as
they see fit. It was imperative to accept the informal city as part and parcel of the formal one, to
study its pros and cons, and to bring both typologies together into a single design.

What could one learn about
the potential of vertical villages and the implementation
of these strategies in unused
high-rises?

One can derive preliminary answers by studying
the initial inhabitation of Torre David by the previous residents. Then, by understand the solutions
presented in this book, one can envision appropriate future steps. Ideally, studying the typologies
of the houses in informal settlements can lead to a
detailed tool kit, or kit of parts, so that residents
can implement a logical design for the construction of their own apartments. This must be done
in a way that primarily respects the individuals’
tastes and necessities.
It is well known that the residents of informal
settlements are good at building houses, but not
at planning social and commercial spaces. Therefore, the idea of providing the ramp system, commercial units, urban plazas and all public space in
general, while leaving the inhabitation process
and apartment design up to the future residents,
was the correct approach so both informal and
formal city elements can co-exist in the same host
structure. Furthermore, it would be important to
ask the following question:

densified cities. The ground plane weaves uphow does the new sequence in
ward, creating a hybrid constructive ground. This
of public spaces designed
leads to the last question:
vertically in these types of
how does the architect assure
structures exist without
denying or undermining the that these proposed public
spaces, located vertically,
actual street?
won’t eventually become part
Through the removal of the existing perimetrical
walls, along with the creation of the proposed of the private space?
corner staircase on the ground floor and the new
ramp system, the building opens up to the city.
The street is now seamlessly integrated with the
tower itself. However, once these spaces start existing through the tower vertically, the proposed
street may start denying the actual street. The
way this proposed street is activated with commercial spaces and urban plazas gives it a sense of
privacy, no matter how open to the public the tower is. It is possible that these strategies are part of
a larger master plan. One in which all high-rises
are now “cities” with connections in-between, not
only at the pre-existing street level but throughout its proposed vertical street. In this way civic
realms are created up in the air, with layers of connectivity throughout. This would just be another
consequence or urbanization and design strategy

As mentioned in the first chapter of Ciudad Informal, people have a tendency of appropriating
spaces that don’t belong to them. It would be very
possible that these urban plazas and ramps one day
turn into private patios or apartment extensions.
This results in a final hypothesis – a potential future proposed system for abandoned high-rises
that works progressively, one in which the tower starts with public and private spaces, but may,
with time, turn into a private resolution. If this
potential scenario plays out, it begs the question:

are high-rises really the
solution for social housing?
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IMG 93

“...Y es que yo quiero tanto a mi Caracas que mientras viva no podré olvidar sus cerros,
sus techos rojos, su lindo cielo las flores de mil colores de Galipán...”
Canto a Caracas, Billo Frometa
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